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1. WHEREAS, communication between the Associated Students of the

2. University of Wyoming (ASUW) Student Senate and Recognized Student

3. Organizations (RSOs) should be enhanced; and

4. WHEREAS, it is the duty of ASUW to keep its constituents informed; and

5. WHEREAS, RSOs are often directly affected by the actions of ASUW; and

6. WHEREAS, it is stated in the Mission Statement of ASUW that the purpose

7. “...is to serve our fellow students in the best manner possible through

8. accurate representation, [and] professional interaction with campus programs

9. and organizations...”; and

10. WHEREAS, there are 171 RSOs as of October 4, 2002, which represent a

11. significant proportion of the student population.

12. THEREFORE, be it enacted by the Associated Students of the University of

13. Wyoming that every senator and executive assistant be required to attend at

14. least one meeting of assigned RSOs each semester of their term with the

15. intention to discuss ASUW’s actions, collect student opinion and answer

16. questions; and

17. THEREFORE, be it further enacted that senators and executive assistants

18. will apply for RSOs, which the Public Relations executive assistant
19. will then assign; and
20. THEREFORE, be it further enacted that assignments of RSOs will be
21. evenly distributed; and
22. THEREFORE, be it further enacted that senators and executive assistants
23. will give a report at the senate meeting after the aforementioned visits; and
24. THEREFORE, be it further enacted that if it is unfeasible to visit an RSO
25. because it does not meet, then contact via e-mail or mail should be made; and
26. THEREFORE, be it further enacted that RSO visits are mandatory as per
27. standard ASUW attendance guidelines; and
28. THEREFORE, be it further enacted that if the aforementioned duties are not
29. fulfilled then disciplinary action will be implemented at the discretion of the
30. Steering Committee; and
31. THEREFORE, be it further enacted that the effectiveness and success of the
32. RSO visits will be evaluated for continuation at the end of Academic Year
33. 2003-04 by the Public Relations executive assistant and the Student Relations
34. committee.

Referred to: Committee of the Whole

Date of Passage: April 22, 2003 Signed: Lou Reed

"Being enacted on April 25, 2003, I do hereby sign my name hereto
and approve this Senate action." Keith Sopp

ASUW President